Colour for the Terrified Quilter- All Around the Wheel
2 Day Class
© Ionne McCauley
Supply List
 12 step colour wheel
 rotary cutter (fresh blade), small mat and ruler (6” or 6 ½” square is good)
 a fresh gluestick -UHU brand is recommended (NOT liquid glue -it doesn’t work properly for
this)

 Bring lots of fabrics- read this part of the supply list carefully! Choose 5 or 6 colour
families (see note* below)- find as many different fabrics in each of these colour
families as you can- lights, mediums and darks. Pieces can be medium-sized scrapswe will need nothing more than fat quarters or so as long as there is plenty of variety
from lights through mediums through darks. Be prepared to share- the more to choose
from, the better. NOTE: Most of your fabrics should be one-main-colour fabrics, such
as tone-on-tone prints, not multi-coloured prints. You can bring a few multi-coloured
prints.
 Please bring some small scraps of printed or plain fabrics in the following colours- sky
blue, tomato red, forest green, sunshine yellow, teal, peach, royal purple and warm red
and cool red.
 pencil, eraser and notepad
 several sheets of plain paper (computer paper is fine)
 page protectors and small binder or folder
 reducing glass or “doorway peephole”
 digital camera or camera phone
 optional- 1 or 2 quilting magazines- for reference- you will not have to cut into them
 It is suggested that you have the book “Color for the Terrified Quilter –by Ionne
McCauley and Sharon Pederson” for this class. (I will bring some for sale.)
 Please be prepared to share fabrics in class- we will be using only small amounts.
 If you have to buy fabrics, buy small amounts of many different ones. You can buy a lot
of different fabrics for the price of a meter, especially if you split them with a friend.
* A colour family is- for instance- blue: lights, mediums, darks, dull ones, bright ones, and
so on. Think of your favourite colour families and bring lots of variations of them.
UHU brand gluesticks are available at Staples. They are suitable for fabrics, and non-toxic.

